KaGo & Hammerschmidt realises one of the
biggest projects in the company history
During a period of 18 months the artificial rock builder KaGo & Hammerschmidt, located in
Wunsiedel in the Bavarian region called Fichtelgebirge, took part in a gigantic expansion of
Chester Zoo in England. In the new area named “Island of Chester Zoo” visitors can explore
extraordinary flora and fauna of South East Asia from now on. Fantastic landscapes, unique
animal compound design, a beach and a boat trip on the river promise breathtaking
experiences. KaGo & Hammerschmidt had a key function in making these experiences as real
as possible and in guaranteeing that the animals far away from their usual environment
would have a home appropriate to their species.
A team of up to 40 workers on-site carried out all artificial rock works in the outdoor
compounds and the inner areas as well as on the walk ways. Waterfall creation, river
decoration, mud banks, façade design and the replication of buttress root trees and rice
paddies terraces give only a small idea of the responsibility of KaGo & Hammerschmidt.
Outstanding highlights are the Bali House where the complete outer façade with ornaments
and figures have been modeled complexly by hand, the Dragon Bridge with its 10-meter-long
dragon figures, the underwater design in the Croc Pool and the earth tunnel.
The project was challenging and exciting, the organizational and logistical handling
demanding. Before starting the work a temporary subsidiary in England had to be
established and the employees had to be trained with respect to the British working and
safety regulations.
Furthermore, they had to import all materials and machines, wheel loaders as well as tower
cranes from Germany because the local machinery only run on 110 Volt electricity and
special driving licenses would have been needed. But the major difficulty was the power and
water supply which wasn’t provided centrally by the building contractor but had to be
provided through own generators and mobile water tanks.
Even though Chester Zoo was the biggest project in the company history, projects of this size
are no longer a rarity, although the German company began with the creation of fountains
for living rooms in 1992. Today they are amongst the market leaders in the artificial rock
sector and create zoos, spas, amusement parks as well as private gardens and living rooms
all over the world. Currently they are preparing for the next major project in Zoo Antwerp in
Belgium.
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